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Electricity Price

 Average Price per kWh
Average Monthly Use  500 kWh 1,000 kWh 2,000 kWh
Average price per kWh 24.9¢ 23.0¢ 22.0¢

The above price disclosure is based on the following price components:

Chariot Energy Energy Charge 17.11¢ per kWh
Chariot Energy Buy Back Rate #BuyBackRate# per kWh

Chariot Energy Base Monthly Charge $14.95 per billing cycle
Chariot Energy Minimum Usage Charge N/A per billing cycle
Chariot Energy Residential Usage Credit N/A per billing cycle

Centerpoint Delivery Charges $4.39 per billing cycle and 3.8957¢ per kWh
ERCOT Securitization Charge 0.067¢ per kWh

The average prices disclosure is an example based on average monthly kWh usages indicated above. The actual price
you pay will vary based on your actual usage and is calculated based on the amounts defined in the table above. The

average prices shown above reflect all recurrings charges, excluding state and local sales taxes. Some areas subject to
a Centerpoint underground Facilities and Cost Recovery Charge authorized by the city that is not included in the price

above. See Centerpoint tariff for a list of cities and authorized charges. 

Other Key Terms and
questions

See Terms of Service statement for a full listing of fees, deposit policy, and other terms.

Disclosure Chart

Type of Product Fixed Rate

Contract Term 12 months

Do I have a termination fee or any fees
associated with terminating service?

Yes, $15.00 multiplied by the number of months remaining on the term
of your contract, determined at the time of termination.

Can my price change during the contract
period? Yes

If the price can change, how will it change
and by how much?

The average prices shown above may change during the contract term
only under the following circumstances: to reflect actual changes to the
Centerpoint charges; changes to the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
or Texas Regional Entity administrative fees charged to loads; or
changes resulting from federal, state or local laws or regulatory actions
that impose new or modified fees or costs that are outside our control.
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Disclosure Chart

What other fees may I be charged?

Fees not included in price above: Disconnect Notice Fee: $10; Insufficient
Funds Fee: $35; Disconnect Due to Non-Pay Fee: $25; Late Payment
Penalty: 5% of past due balances; please refer to the Non-Recurring Fees
and Charges section of Terms of Service for a full listing of non-recurring
fees.

Is this a pre-pay or pay in advance product? No

Does Chariot Energy purchase excess
distributed renewable generation?

Yes; under this plan, if you generate electricity that is sold back to the
grid, Chariot Energy will buy it back from you. For details on the program,
visit:

www.mychariotenergy.com/solarbuyback

Renewable Content This product is 100% renewable.

Statewide average for Renewable Content 31.1%
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